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“The Artist’s personal chemistry with his composition fuels a sense of 
intimacy that is easily identifiable but often hard to define. Kaushal’s work 
cultivates this quality.
Kaushal engages with various styles and genres, remaining careful to give 
each sound its unalterable place in the album’s cosmos. The dance 
between philosophically similar but texturally different notes is flaunted 
with open grace. Boredom is impossible while it plays.”

- The Score Magazine (April 2018)

“It is ‘fusion’ in the truest sense – 
music, cultures, instruments and 

voices – very enjoyable!”

- Keith Wyatt 
Ex Director G.I.T Hollywood

Noted Blues Guitarist

BIOGRAPHY
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Musical Stories &Performances 

Vinay released his debut album “Naked on a Train” in January 2018. 

It received accolades from some of the top names in the music industry. 

Vinay is all about writing and composing original music and is associated with quite a 
few popular acts. He is the principal songwriter for the popular Fusion act Empty Café 
and the high adrenaline funk band Funkatrix, along with his independent projects. He 
is also affiliated with a number of other projects in varying capacities.

 


Vinay  also works as a music producer and composer. He has several projects 
under his belt including music production for independent artists, sessions for 
films and composing music for jingles, documentaries and more. His successes 
as a producer includes "Kahwa Speaks", an album which   won the Best Folk 
Fusion album at the Radio City Freedom awards and international awards at the 
VIMA music awards in Malaysia along with music for popular children's website, 
Mocomi.com, which has been rated among the top 50 children's educational 
websites globally, by GEFL.  

He is the co-founder and CEO of the music production company - That Song in 
Your Head.


Having grown up in a musical family, Vinay's playing boasts of a unique stylistic 
versatility with a repertoire that includes genres like the blues, funk, jazz, rock and 
fusion. Having always enjoyed composing, Vinay writes music with intricacies that are 
rarely stumbled upon. His guitar recitals have a unique artsy accent to them, while his 
compositions are discerning of his individuality.


He has performed at various venues in Los Angeles including the prestigious Wiltern 
Theatre, Los Angeles. Blue Frogs, Hard Rock Cafes, Shisha Jazz Café, Piano Man 
(Delhi and Gurugram), and the National Centre for Performing Arts (NCPA) in Mumbai 
along with festivals like NH7 Weekender and Sula Fest have been some of his 
favourite performances in India so far.


Vinay is also a music educator, giving lessons in music theory and the guitar to 
individuals seeking a professional career in India’s music industry. He has 
conducted guitar and production clinics at venues like Gray Spark Studios, Pune; 
Global Music Institute, New Delhi, and the Black Box, Gurugram amongst many 
others.


Website

Insta

Facebo

Twitte

https://twitter.com/vinay_k_music
https://www.facebook.com/VinayKaushalArtistPage/
https://www.thatsonginyourhead.com/
https://www.thatsonginyourhead.com/
https://www.instagram.com/vinay_kaushal_official/
https://www.vinaykaushal.com/
https://www.thatsonginyourhead.com/
https://www.thatsonginyourhead.com/
https://twitter.com/vinay_k_music
https://www.facebook.com/VinayKaushalArtistPage/
https://www.instagram.com/vinay_kaushal_official/
https://www.vinaykaushal.com/


Composer. 


NAKED ON A TRAIN (2018)
Fender Artist Vinay Kaushal launched his debut album ‘Naked on a Train’ on 28th Jan 2018. The album is a 
daring mix of various genres with a lot of the material conceptualised during his stint in Los Angeles. ‘Naked 
On a Train’ is a world music album drawing heavily from jazz, funk and Indian classical schools of thought.
The album has received critical acclaim from various industry biggies as well as mentions and reviews in 

popular and prestigious publications such as All About Jazz and The Score Magazine.

The album features 11 other musicians from all around the globe. It features a variety of instruments – the 
sitar, the Indian bamboo flute, the udu, the tabla, the saxophone, the upright bass in addition to the drums 
and layers of Vinay’s stylistic versatile guitar playing.   What to expect? an eclectic mix of energetic, dark 

and intricate musical expression.
 

This album was Crowd Funded in 2017 on Indiegogo and reached 140% of its goal.

Listen to the album here.

UPCOMING RELEASES

MUSIC

Nov 2020 Dec  2020

Jan  2021 Feb  2021
‘Elephant in the Room’ featuring vocalist Aditi Ramesh, pianist 

Sharik Hasan (MNDFLO) and percussionist Varun Venkit (Taal Inc). ‘Duality’ featuring Shirish Malhotra on tenor Saxophone.

‘Reality Check’ featuring vocalist Siddharth Basrur, bassist Among 
Jamir and Agneya Chikte on Drums.

‘Is It Sunny’ featuring Shakthishree Gopalan, drummer Agneya 
Chikte and bassist Sam Fitzpatrick (Canada).

https://www.vinaykaushal.com/noat-the-album
https://www.vinaykaushal.com/noat-the-album


 

PROJECTS
VINAY KAUSHAL COLLECTIVE

The Vinay Kaushal Collective was created to bring a high-level of energy, and musicality to corporate and private events.
The Collective embraces a cross section of musicians with a singular passion for creating music that is vibrant and new while still staying true to 

the influences of jazz, blues and world music. 
The Vinay Kaushal Collective is comprised of a troupe of accomplished musicians, who have travelled across the world to both study music and 

perform.
The beauty of the Collective is its adaptability. It has performed shows from two piece sets to shows comprising of quintets. Its energy and hip 

sounds make it a popular choice for trendy venues and corporate gigs alike.

The VKC has performed at venues like Blue Frog, the National Centre for Performing Arts, Shisha Jazz Café, Hard Rock Cafes and many 
more. Some of their favourite gigs have been for corporates like Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Fiat, Hyundai and the Dutch Embassy as well! It has 

been a part of the International Jazz Festival in Mumbai with Vinay Kaushal featured as one of the top 20 jazz artists in India.

The VK Collective performing at the Experimental Theatre, National Center for Performing Arts, Mumbai

Visit webpage

https://www.vinaykaushal.com/vkc
https://www.vinaykaushal.com/vkc


 

FUNKATRIX

Music doesn't have to always be serious! It can be fun  -- as 
long as it's seriously good!

Funkatrix is a high energy musical trio ensemble that dares 
to play original funk music. Their music  tends to seriously 
astonish every audience, elevate their adrenaline levels and 
leave them screaming for more! 


  The idea for an original funk band was born when two 
decade long friends and musical co-conspirators who share 
some powerful musical chemistry came together to write 
music that is true to their ethos  rather than worrying about 
what ‘sells’. The result? Fun, intense, daring, foot tapping 
music with sounds that resonate with all ages. 

Guitarist Vinay Kaushal and drummer Shreyas Iyengar 
present - FUNKATRIX!


Recent performances of the band include TATA Theater at 
the NCPA (Mumbai), The High Spirits Cafe (Pune), B-Flat 
(Bengaluru), The Piano Man Jazz Club (Delhi and Gurgaon), 
The Quarter (Mumbai), Shisha Jazz Cafe, 

Sofar Sounds (Mumbai & Pune), and many more.


Visit webpage

https://www.vinaykaushal.com/funkatrix
https://www.vinaykaushal.com/funkatrix


 

Empty Cafe’s music stems from the musical interests of its three members — spanning three different 
continents — classical Indian music, contemporary western music, and traditional West African. 
Although their interests span the world, they find common ground in India. This is where their music 
stems from -- a true fusion starting in their homeland and spanning in the world with each member’s 
musical influences and leanings. They take their listeners on a journey across the globe through the 
notes of the bamboo flute, the changes on the guitar and the beats of the djembe. 


Gandhaar Amin: has been playing the flute since the age of five. No stranger to the stage, he started 
performing at the age of 8 as an accompanist to his father and hasn't looked back since.


Vinay Kaushal: Well-known guitarist  and alumnus of the prestigious Musician's Institute (Hollywood) 
Alumni and Fender endorsee. He brings flavours of contemporary western music to Empty Cafe.  


Varun Venkit: on percussion - a connoisseur of West African Music and an advanced level student of 
djembe grandmaster Mamady Keita (president of the Tam Tam Mandingue Djembe Academy). 
He has been designated a ‘TTM certified professor’ of the djembe by the grandmaster himself.
‘Who’s Listening by Empty Cafe 


Released September 2018

EMPTY CAFE

Visit webpage

https://www.vinaykaushal.com/ec
https://www.vinaykaushal.com/ec
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PHOTOS

Click here to access full 
library of Hi Resolution 

images.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AWrFm1r9Q1mmj8F2TAl9Ow9XBo9dfziC?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AWrFm1r9Q1mmj8F2TAl9Ow9XBo9dfziC?usp=sharing


 

PRESS/  
ARTICLES

Click here to access 
full library of Hi 
Resolution images.

https://www.vinaykaushal.com/press
https://www.vinaykaushal.com/press


CONTACT 

Bookings :

info@vinaykaushal.com


Phone :

+918408944890

mailto:info@vinaykaushal.com
mailto:info@vinaykaushal.com

